Esteemed Members of this Planet Earth Nuclear and Chemical Affairs Alliance Council,
I was meant to present My Discourse with you yesterday, however, due to the
requirement of human needs and responsibilities it was deferred until today. And I can
tell you that I Am so Inspired this has occurred, for what has taken place is yet another
opportunity to change the ‘Course of History’ for not only Humanity upon Earth, but for
All Star Nations, where Human beings reside, no matter what form they may take. This
opportunity, in Truth has nothing to do with the focus herein for the active participation
in the cleaning up of nuclear and chemical related imbalances, and yet this Gathering,
that has been brought together by a Group of unascended human beings, has just
created a Synthesis of an ‘Explosion of Consciousness’ many thousands the size of any
nuclear blast!
This could only be achieved by humans upon the ground who in Reality cannot see
beyond their own human difficulties, their human responsibilities and their human
perspectives. For it is these aspects of humanness, that keep them looking for
solutions, seeking new potentials and Demanding the Truth while holding a Vision to
Expand and Raise the Consciousness of Humanity. And as we will see here today, not
limiting themselves just to a single Planet in a single Solar System.
For so long now, We the Masters, and the Greater God Intelligences, have seen
mankind as unable to see beyond their own limitations, and no matter how much We
help them and see them grow into their own Greater Awareness of their own
consciousness, somehow this is also reflected back to Us in Shamballa, the Hierarchy
and to so many other Greater Intelligences Groups. And if this is True with Us, the
same could be said for the Galactic Federations of Light, and All Other Councils of Light!
Humanity is Teaching God, Teaching Us, and showing where We have not necessarily
seen the Greater Picture above the Bigger Picture.
It has been brought to My Attention this day, by an unascended human being, that part
of the problem humanity has faced within this Evolutionary Program, because it has
nearly 250,000 other Star Nations represented here upon Earth as the incarnated
human race within the entire population, that the majority of those Star Nations, who
have embarked upon THIS Earthly Experience, being the Host Nation of the various Star
Systems are not Educated in what is actually taking place upon Mother Gaia. They in
fact are quite oblivious in the whole Evolutionary Plan of why or how such a Human
Race can Evolve. Peter reminded me of this, this morning that The Nibiruans, up until

the time they entered the Melvadek Alliance (May, 2008) they had no idea that any
human being on any planet anywhere within the Milky Way Galaxy or beyond could
reach to a Light Emanation that Beloved Jesus The Christ exhibited at that time, when
He came in His Full Light Body, as a Guest Speaker in that particular Alliance Council. It
is quite obvious when one thinks about this situation for Like the Nibiruans who have
only 1 Race of Humanity in their own Civilization, this could be said for so many other
Civilizations throughout the Entire Cosmos!
This Realization then, if for one human planet, then how many more of 250,000, fall
into this same, misperception and misalignment, indeed miscreation for any Christ
Consciousness Civilization, as Our Dear Human counterparts here upon the Ground on
Planet Earth are doing. This of course is not necessarily the case for the more Advanced
Civilizations, but like humanity, such Advanced Civilizations that have passed before
them, yet they remain oblivious to such detail and even awareness as to the particulars
of such Superior Civilizations that have already lived here only to become extinct due
to some form of wrong choices along the way!
This event and Realization then, warrants a great deal more thought, deliberation,
reflection and consideration and many more Chamber Communications that I Am now
considering to go into in much more detail within the Chambers of Shamballa at the
first opportunity. My first response is that there is need for a New Educational Program
to be implemented across the Cosmos, for if the Evolutions of Humanity here on Earth
includes the Evolution of All Of God’s Creations throughout the Galaxies, then how can
this be done without All ‘Host Human Races’ becoming aware of what is taking place
here on Earth. This must begin Now. So I Give Praise and Thanks to those Dear Souls
upon the Ground who continue to exhibit and share fundamentals, that We can only
see from the Higher Perspectives and can, as has been shown now many times,
overlook that which is so obvious to unascended human Souls!
Everything in the Cosmos, at the Higher Levels of Dimensionality, Expands and Develops
quite naturally and that We take so much for Granted. It is never questioned for Our
Obedience is so Great, We do not even see it as Obedience, It Just IS! But from a human
perspective, this Obedience is a battle of life and death, and so incarnation after
incarnation, and lack of Obedience, it continues. And even when they come to the SelfRealization and Offer Their Souls in Decrees and Invocations and make Pledges and
Covenants with Their ‘I AM’ Presence and Prime Creator, this aspect of God Life
continues to elude them, and so as much as they try, their humanness tethers them like
a huge rubber band. No sooner they come to the maximum stretch of that band, they
are whipped back to start again, the next time just one more step can be taken. But

one day their determination will snap that rubber band and they shall find their Mighty
Freedom! Is it any wonder that Human Evolution is behind in its expected Transition,
by thousands of years?
Today My Beloved Brothers and Sisters of All Star Nations, today is a Milestone upon
Earth, and We must now look into the Education of All Human and Humanoid Races,
who are involved or associated with the Evolution of Humanity here upon Earth. I Know
that the Galactic Federation have other very specific Roles to play in the Surveillance,
Monitoring, Protection and help towards the Human Race here upon Earth and many
thousands of other Planets, but I ask you, does this not make sense?
I, the Maha Chohan, Am the Representative of the Holy Spirit Comfort Flame and I Am
the Over Lighting Chohan of All Seven Chohans of the Seven Rays. My Qualities are
Power, Love, Wisdom, Purity, Healing, Service, Freedom and many more! I Am the Over
Lighting Director of the Elemental Kingdoms; and it is My Authority that Shines upon All
manifestations in Nature. I Draw and Supply the Energy used in all Nature and by
mankind. I also Magnetize the Radiation and Power from this Solar Sun, while I
Administer In Service the various forms of culture and civilizations through the minds
of embodied individuals, so they may unfold and develop according to God’s Divine
Plan. In All Faith and Trust, you can now begin to accept and understand that by My
‘Forcefield’, My Essence and Pressure of Radiation, being here to Speak with you, is My
Endorsement for this Divine Plan of the Elemental Grace Alliance unequivocally. So
when I say, ‘I Am Blessed today, I have learned something New’, for that, I Am Grateful!
So I Am going to now begin My Address today directing my attention toward the
Galactic Command for the purpose of Initiating a New Proposal to consider more deeply
the potential of an Educational Program that can be distributed throughout All Star
Nations on all matters relating the Human Evolution here upon Mother Earth.
And I shall begin by inviting the Intergalactic Contingency here, to review the Discourse
I gave to the Elemental Grace Alliance in Our first Series of Educational Discourses
known as - A God Awakening. ‘Maha Chohan - Guest Speaker - Narayana and Divine
Grace - The Elemental Grace Alliance Council 9th January 2016’.
This will provide a wonderful starting point to show you all a new perspective on how
the interaction between Star Nations can be helped to understand how humanity is
learning to interact with themselves who make up all 250,000 Star Nations involved
here as …… I was going to say representatives, but I Am now going to say ‘Ambassadors’
of each Solar Nation!

Deep within the recesses of Our Hearts, written on the Records of Akasha, are the Vows
that the earnest human Souls here on Earth make to the Masters and the Cause, when
in a gathering similar to the one this day, they are privileged to see a little of the Vision,
Desire and the Design of God, and they, in the enthusiasm of that free Inner body,
choose to Consecrate and Dedicate their Life Energies to forwarding that Cause, and
bringing other Souls of mankind to Understanding and Illumination.
How often have We sat thus, Teacher and pupil, Guru and chela, Master and disciples,
and, looking upon the Great and Mighty Perfection pre-Ordained for this Earth, Vowed
to Weave the Bonds of Our Own Life Energy into this Tapestry, wherein every man
would be a Manifest God, every woman a Goddess, and every child an Angelic Being of
Light and Perfection!
For a long time the Vision has stood before the Inner Sight of those of Us Who have
renounced Nirvana to Incorporate into the Substance and Energies of this Earth, the
Glories of the Kingdom of Heaven. But again and again, as those Dear Human Souls We
Love so much, are summoned by the Lords of Karma, to stand before them to receive
their Heritage of Good and their heritage of inequity to be expiated, with compensation
or correction in the life to come, and those bonds of forgetfulness closed the Spirits’
memory round them, have We been forgotten, and the Pledge of the Heart and the
Love of the lips and the enthusiasm of the Human Soul, carrying the weight of the
creations of the centuries, found not within the Heart the stimulation to proceed. We
Who stand at the other side of the Great Abyss, awaiting the human voluntary Energies
and the stirring of Remembrance, thus find Ourselves without a body in form.
Little does mankind realize, when he or she engages in a Service which is an impersonal
benefit to Life, how lasting is the record which he or she makes, every gesture, every
thought and every feeling imprinted upon the pliable Substance of his or her Akashic
Scroll, to come again into activity. Mercifully, however, We have chosen to remove
those few impersonal imperfections which are bound to arise when you draw
unascended lifestreams together, and endeavour through that Unification of
Consciousness to promote a Cosmic Cause.
I would like then, to bring to your Remembrance the importance of the Devic and
Cherubic Hosts, and the Seraphim of Power, in the drawing of the Spiritual Currents for
the Establishment and Sustenance of a Cosmic Movement, such as this new idea, that
is now upon the table.
The lower atmosphere of Earth, as you are aware, is filled with the effluvia of the
thoughts and feelings of mankind. Through the Application and Invocation and

Intelligent, Conscious use of the Violet Consuming Flame, the conditions, particularly in
the Western Hemisphere on Earth, have been greatly improved over the years, through
tireless, tremendous and successive endeavours, for which we are All Eternally Grateful.
But to lower the consciousness from the Ascended Masters' Octave, and to hold that
undisturbed until it can be Transmitted into the outer consciousness of unascended
beings, is no small task, because the rapid motion and vibration of the thought and
feeling worlds of the human race is a constant disintegration of the thought and feeling
forms that hold within themselves the Message of the Words that We Bring.
To this end, the Cherubic Host, the Seraphic Host, and the Angel Devas Volunteer at the
beginning of every movement, to become an Artificial Matrix or Cup, and within Their
Own Bodies is held the ‘Word’ and the ‘Message’ as it is Released from the Heart of the
Great Perfected Being, not only before it is Spoken, but also after it is Recorded through
the Vital Energies of the Representative, into the Substance of the Ethers and the Realm
of Akasha. There it is Held, and Becomes like a Sun, and Radiates Constantly, just like
the flood light upon a playing field that radiates throughout the park while the electric
current is turned on.
When I chose to provide a Channel, where-by the Energies of the Masters might
continue in an Unbroken Stream, through human lifestreams willing to Accept My
Words and who would recognize through their feelings, the Truth and Reality within
what I have shared about these Host; THOSE BLESSED BEINGS, WHOM OFFER TO
BECOME THE GUARDIANS OR HOLDERS OF THE CHALICE, THROUGH WHICH THAT
MATERIAL, AS IT COMES FORTH, WOULD HOLD INVIOLATE, and which will be Protected
always and used by the Master Presences Who Release It from time to time, as each
occasion permits.
If it were not for these Beings, it would be almost impossible to hold a contact strong
enough, through which a succession of consecutive thoughts could reach into the
consciousness of mankind, and the attention of any Student Body should be turned
toward Those Beings Who, in Kindness and Selflessness and Great Devotion, have
chosen to forego the pleasure of abiding within the Realms of Perfection, to live as
“conscious buffers” within the substance of the psychic and astral realms, so that a
Lifeline might be sustained so that human hearts might be enlightened, and through
their hearts, mankind, in turn, might raise, illumine and set themselves and others free.
This can also be said, for human beings who forego their opportunities of Growth that
would remove them, into their Own Nirvana and hence, choose to remain behind in the

quagmire of human effluvia through selfless, noble and generous Service to the Whole
of humanity that is not limited to a single Civilization.
I would like, at this point, to bring to your attention the fact that these releases from
the Ascended Masters are carefully thought out, and are prepared to render a specific
Service, not only for those who are privileged to be present in their physical bodies, but
through prepared ones, We also endeavour to raise and infiltrate the mental and
feeling worlds of the human race.
It is, therefore, the part of Wisdom when We are building toward a Spiritual Climax, to
be very careful and discriminate in the invitation of lifestreams who are to partake of
that Spiritual Banquet, because it is necessary for the Master to change the entire
current if those Whom He has Invited are joined by others not yet prepared.
But, when We enter into the deeper Action of the Law, and when We bring forth the
Explanation and Understanding within that Law, and We have prepared it in an Orderly
Succession, it is not to the benefit of any concerned if We must step down the Radiation
due to any indiscretion in this regard.
Then, further, the tremendous need of the hour is such, Beloved Ones, that We wish to
bring forth certain understanding of the Sacred Fire, which if it can be incorporated into
the Consciousness and Body and Outer World, will be a Transforming Activity and
Prepare You to be a Manifest Example of Our Love also. Then, from that Heart, the
Word may go forth to Bless the Rest of Human Life Everywhere.
I know that I have extended beyond My allocation of space here, but I do so with Full
Realization of the Contents of Grandeur and Magnificence of this New Realization. But
before I go, I wish to share these small excerpts from My Discourse aforementioned.
“A ‘Forcefield,’ a controlled, constructive, harmonious, positive ‘Sphere of Influence’
does exactly what its name implies; influences the generation of similar Qualities of
Faith, Hope, Charity, Harmony, Spiritual Aspiration in those it connects to and is in
contact with. The power of contagion, so aptly demonstrated in the transference of
fear and panic through mass hysteria, is equally applicable in the transference of God's
Qualities and Nature. There really is no difference between a ‘sphere of influence’ and
a conscious thought form and a ‘Forcefield’ apart from the truth or Truth that it is
founded within. I use herewith the word ‘Forcefield’ to convey the picture of a battery
of constructively and positively charged energy made up of the combined Auras of
Groups of Conscious Disciples, gathered together in Cooperative Service to mankind in
one place.

“The ‘Forcefield’ is made up of the Fusion and Amalgamation of Energies gathered
together by all in attendance; the unascended humans, the Elementals, Angel Devas,
Angelic Host and Builders of Form. These combined with the Decrees, Visualizations,
Invocations, Songs and general application of the Group of Disciples who wish to form a
Radiating Center for God’s Blessings in their particular Principle, Facet, Function,
Condition, or Area of Life amplify the Essences available for dissemination. In exactly
the same manner that the individual ‘sphere of influence’ is a combination of the
energies released through the contributing centres of thought, feeling and action, so is
the corporate ‘Forcefield’ of the Group composed of the consciousness and application
of every member of that Group.” End Excerpt
To close now, with all that I have shared above, I wish to speak very briefly of the matter
at hand whose focus is the clean-up of nuclear and chemical imbalances. We can now
enter into the deeper Action the Law permits, upon Us!
I respond with a question or two.
Would humanity not benefit in the long term to see that their efforts in cleaning up a
certain amount of such things as Nuclear fallout, radio-active contamination or
chemical destruction?
Would humanity not be inspired to stretch their rubber bands to breaking point, if they
saw with their own eyes that their Invocations and Decrees were actually making a
difference?
This is possible today as the Elemental Grace Alliance has been Granted the
Dispensations that warrant such clean-ups, and who on the behalf of humanity have
honoured the Cosmic Laws to open the floodgates to pass beyond the barriers of noncompliance by human beings in general.
The cleaning up of many areas upon the planet that are not seen by humanity is entirely
open for such action now! So if harmful nuclear waste and products in land dumps and
sea have no further need to remain, water ways and chemical use can be removed even
replaced with ecological substances to avoid any further use of such substances. This
effects not the Elemental Grace Alliance’s Focus on their Consciousness within this
Divine Plan, and so with due diligence much of the present need for clean-up can
actually begin!
I ask this Alliance to consider very carefully the use of any such actions by any Unity
Forcefield of Love In Action for the Benevolence of All of Humanity.

I Am The Maha Chohan In Your Service.

